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This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to Covid
& vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in SA. Thanks to all who submitted.
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1. Department of Health (Charity Bhengu)
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2. Real 411 (William Bird)

Top Three Real411 Week ending 13 August 2021

1. MISINFO: Vaccines are dangerous, untested and kill TRUTH: Vaccines work. See here
and here
Another week more tales of death by vaccine.  Similar to last week Shona Ferguson
misrepresenting cause of death as being due to vaccines. .  1622
https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/8wkui1as
We did this piece last week that unpacks misrepresenting cause of death.:
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-08-09-disinformation-in-a-time-of-cov
id19-weekly-trends-in-south-africa-2/

2. MISINFO: COVID19 is part of an evil plot by World Bank and others with vaccines
intended to kill. TRUTH: Sad we need to say this but: COVID19 is real and not a plot.
See here and here.
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https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-health-941fcf43d9731c76c16e7354f5d5e187
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html
https://real411.org.za/complaints-view/8wkui1as
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-08-09-disinformation-in-a-time-of-covid19-weekly-trends-in-south-africa-2/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-08-09-disinformation-in-a-time-of-covid19-weekly-trends-in-south-africa-2/
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-pandemic-idUSKBN2701IA
https://fullfact.org/health/coronavirus/


3. MISINFO: All doctors have the same knowledge, but some non experts know more than
all the scientists working on COVID19 and vaccines. TRUTH: Ivermectin is not proven
(see here) and while vaccines may have adverse effects they are overwhelmingly safe
see here.

Another doctor who seems to know more than all the others, pushing ivermecticn and
anti-vaccination views:
https://www.facebook.com/www.drmareolivier.co.za

3. Health Systems Trust (Antoinette)

Worrying news

Spike in COVID-19 cases after civil unrest in KZN
Durban University of Technology's (DUT) Institute for Water and Wastewater Technology (IWWT) has
found that the recent civil unrest in KwaZulu-Natal was a super-spreader event that caused a spike in
Covid-19 infections in the province. Before the civil unrest, the average number of new cases per day in
seven days was 1 366 for KZN and 449 for the eThekwini municipality. Data from 31 July showed that the
number of new infections in a 24-hour period in the province reached 2 239, with the eThekwini
municipality accounting for 1 007 of those cases.

https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/wastewater-analysis-shows-kwazulu-natal-unrest-cau
sed-spike-in-covid-19-cases-20210810
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https://www.gov.za/covid-19/vaccine/vaccine
https://www.facebook.com/www.drmareolivier.co.za
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/wastewater-analysis-shows-kwazulu-natal-unrest-caused-spike-in-covid-19-cases-20210810
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/wastewater-analysis-shows-kwazulu-natal-unrest-caused-spike-in-covid-19-cases-20210810


'Worrying' numbers of pregnant women in intensive care with Covid
Doctors express concern that record figures reflect prevalence of virus and issue of
vaccine hesitancy
A record number of pregnant women were admitted to intensive care with Covid last month, data shows,
as doctors raised concerns about vaccine hesitancy among expectant mothers and urged them to get
jabbed as soon as possible. Figures from the Intensive Care National Audit and Research Centre
(ICNARC) showed that in England, Wales and Northern Ireland 66 pregnant women ended up in intensive
care in July, the highest number since the pandemic began and three times as many as April last year. A
total of 46 recently pregnant women were also admitted to critical care.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/09/worrying-numbers-of-pregnant-women-in-intensive-care-
with-covid

Misinformation
You won’t be allowed in certain places if you are not vaccinated (first US, then in SA)

Governments being compared to Nazis
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/09/worrying-numbers-of-pregnant-women-in-intensive-care-with-covid
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/09/worrying-numbers-of-pregnant-women-in-intensive-care-with-covid


You can get fired if you are not vaccinated
… there will still be many “refusers” – all convinced that they are being entirely reasonable in refusing –
and they could pose a knotty problem for you as an employer. On the one hand, you have both legal and
moral obligations to keep your workplace as safe as possible, but on the other hand, refusers have their
own strong legal and moral rights, both as citizens and as employees. For example, health, bodily
integrity and privacy concerns, and concerns related to religious and cultural beliefs, raise issues of
constitutional protection.
…
There is, unfortunately, no clarity on what line our courts will take when addressing the many disputes that
will inevitably arise, but amidst all the speculation there does at least appear to be broad consensus that a
case-by-case approach is probably the safest and the fairest way to proceed. The general principles of
our employment law will assist in the determination of an outcome, and must thus be acted in line with.

https://dkvg.co.za/can-an-employee-who-refuses-vaccination-be-fired/?fbclid=IwAR2YxDlzSdNNj9OR-0p
aYA7pcvQy6MUYGhRvQqZz4V1JZp3_w79y2ZzIqUc

Vaccines contain graphene oxide
Online reports that COVID-19 vaccines contain graphene oxide are unfounded. The allegations are based
on an analysis by a professor in Spain which has been rejected by experts. He obtained what he himself
described as non-conclusive results after studying one vial. He said the vial was purported to contain a
dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine but said it had come to him by a messenger service and
acknowledged that the vial’s origin was unknown. Pfizer told Reuters its vaccines do not contain the
material. This material is also not listed in any of the widely available COVID-19 vaccines worldwide.

https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-grapheneoxide-vaccine-idUSL1N2OZ14F
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https://dkvg.co.za/can-an-employee-who-refuses-vaccination-be-fired/?fbclid=IwAR2YxDlzSdNNj9OR-0paYA7pcvQy6MUYGhRvQqZz4V1JZp3_w79y2ZzIqUc
https://dkvg.co.za/can-an-employee-who-refuses-vaccination-be-fired/?fbclid=IwAR2YxDlzSdNNj9OR-0paYA7pcvQy6MUYGhRvQqZz4V1JZp3_w79y2ZzIqUc
https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-grapheneoxide-vaccine-idUSL1N2OZ14F


You don’t need to get vaccinated if you’ve already have COVID-19
If you’ve already had COVID-19 it's recommended you still get vaccinated. Previous infection does offer
some level of immunity, but it's believed the vaccine offers a stronger immune response. The CDC also
recommends people who already had COVID-19 get vaccinated. A study published last week by the
agency found COVID-19 survivors who never got vaccinated were more than twice as likely to get
reinfected than those who were fully vaccinated.

https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/verify/yes-if-youve-already-had-covid-19-you-should-still-get-vaccinate
d/67-071e08e3-4c3b-4922-b753-63cddcd55f82

Positive news about the jab:
NY Times / Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University.

'I have not seen a single vaccinated person in Covid-19 high care ward' - Groote Schuur
doctor
As the number of people admitted to hospitals in the Western Cape increases amid the Covid-19 third
wave, Dr Marc Mendelson has yet to see a vaccinated person develop Covid pneumonia, in need of
intubation or ICU in his high care ward at Groote Schuur Hospital.
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https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/verify/yes-if-youve-already-had-covid-19-you-should-still-get-vaccinated/67-071e08e3-4c3b-4922-b753-63cddcd55f82
https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/verify/yes-if-youve-already-had-covid-19-you-should-still-get-vaccinated/67-071e08e3-4c3b-4922-b753-63cddcd55f82


https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/i-have-not-seen-a-single-vaccinated-person-in-covid-1
9-high-care-ward-groote-schuur-doctor-20210805?fbclid=IwAR1OGAqI4g7WSubbcMeGCZ8MIciqPfQJhc
07YMZdWvhMpPfDk_0RXOrKODg

4. Centre for Analytics and Behavioural Change (Jesse)

● Call to Open Up Vaccine Rollout
● Vaccine Misinformation
● Vaccine Myth: Vaccine Affects Fertility

Call to Open Up Vaccine Rollout

At the time of writing this report our researchers found a volume of 18 126 mentions relating to
COVID-19. One of the main themes that was found was a call asking the South African
government to “open up the vaccine rollout to everyone 18 years and older.” This tweet by Dr.
Brodie had quite a high rate of engagement with 235 retweets and 592 likes, as well as an OTS
of 14 368. Many South Africans responded to this call and showed their support.

Vaccine Misinformation

The spread of vaccine misinformation is still running rife, here are some of the topics in online
conversation that our researchers found.

This video is not from SA. However, it was retweeted accounts from SA. In this video, a woman
claiming to be a doctor is sharing how she has helped several Covid- 19 patients with other
medication including Ivermectin. She even goes on to call the vaccine an  “ experimental
biological agent”. Although this particular post did not trend heavily, we are noticing a trend of
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https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/i-have-not-seen-a-single-vaccinated-person-in-covid-19-high-care-ward-groote-schuur-doctor-20210805?fbclid=IwAR1OGAqI4g7WSubbcMeGCZ8MIciqPfQJhc07YMZdWvhMpPfDk_0RXOrKODg
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/i-have-not-seen-a-single-vaccinated-person-in-covid-19-high-care-ward-groote-schuur-doctor-20210805?fbclid=IwAR1OGAqI4g7WSubbcMeGCZ8MIciqPfQJhc07YMZdWvhMpPfDk_0RXOrKODg
https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/i-have-not-seen-a-single-vaccinated-person-in-covid-19-high-care-ward-groote-schuur-doctor-20210805?fbclid=IwAR1OGAqI4g7WSubbcMeGCZ8MIciqPfQJhc07YMZdWvhMpPfDk_0RXOrKODg
https://twitter.com/brodiegal/status/1425005151086120962
https://twitter.com/brodiegal/status/1425005151086120962
https://twitter.com/Dimakat02601614/status/1425093178085060613


people  using doctors and healthcare professionals as sources for the vaccine
mis/disinformation.

Another post using the word Doctor or GP, while sharing vaccine misinformation. This post
received some attention, with people in the comments believing that this was indeed happening
in Soweto
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https://twitter.com/GaUntamed/status/1425347050401583106


This post was a reply to the below screenshot, speaking about wealthier countries releasing
surplus vaccines to countries who need them. Some of the responses to this post showcased
mistrust in equitable access to the vaccines as well as the vaccines themselves.
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https://twitter.com/jtshipana/status/1423964806344810499


Vaccine Myth: Vaccine Affects Fertility

Finally in keeping in line with the above section, one of the more popular vaccine misinformation
topics for this last week was around vaccines affecting fertility (in both women and men). A
tweet which had quite high traction with 373 and 396 likes states that the Pfizer vaccine has
“grave risk to female fertility.” The tweet in question also states that the government has begun
“forcibly vaccinating girls… [with] toxic cationic lipids in mRNA #vaccines will likely accumulate
in the ovaries.” Another tweet spoke to the effects on male fertility, AMGLOUNGE_ posted a
tweet that said “apparently Covid vaccine affects male fertility” - this post had relatively low
traction with only 14 retweets and 34 likes. In response to the conversation around vaccines
affecting male fertility this tweet in which Dr Sophie calls this a “myth” and states “there is no
evidence for this.” This tweet had a relatively high engagement rate with 176 retweets and 207
likes.
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https://twitter.com/apeiron0210/status/1423654817260609538
https://twitter.com/AMGLOUNGE_/status/1423673204535615488
https://twitter.com/therealshathi/status/1423242179749810178


5. CCI (Nthabiseng & team)

Small community field work and observations in the Mpumalanga and Limpopo
provinces
These past two weeks the CCI covid comms team members did field work in the small
communities that surround the Anglo-American mining sites and gained some interesting
feedback from face-to-face contact sessions with key stakeholders in the community.
Concerns/ challenges /observations raised by CAGs in various communities where they conduct
fieldwork in educating people about Covid -19

Leandro Community
Leandro is a small mining township in Mpumalanga that struggles with basic infrastructure and
access to basic needs of its community such as clean sanitation and access to electricity.

● When talking to our community action Group members (CAG) on the ground asking
about what the community was lacking regarding its fight with Covid-19 the
representatives said the following.

1. The Lebogang Community Healthcare center is understaffed and lacks basic
PPE supplies such as masks, hand sanitizers and access to cleaning materials
and gloves.
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2. Some community members fear testing for Covid fearing being out grouped and
ostracized as stigmas about Covid 19 still exist. (Community members do not
want neighbors knowing they have covid 19)

3. The local Leandro hospital healthcare workers are understaffed, lack basic
supplies, and also turn away community members seeking healthcare services)

Oggies community
● This community has a lot of poverty issues that need to be dealt with ranging from

excessive drug abuse to unemployment and lacks infrastructure and the community
lacks access to media updates and basic information about covid 19.

● For the above reason and we noticed that a lot of people in this township don’t wear face
masks and also don’t sanitize when walking into establishments like shops.

● My colleagues went to the Phola Taxi Rank and spoke to a few taxi drivers there about
what they felt needed to be done and they told us that many people coming to the rank
where either still unaware about the real impact of COVID or just didn’t care enough to
wear masks or sanitize when boarding.

● An observation was made that the  taxi drivers where still taking full loads of passengers
and that some drivers didn’t even correctly wear their mask (Either on their foreheads or
tucked under their chins in case they bump into police on routine stops).

● Some passengers on these taxis also don’t even wear masks or even open windows for
ventilation so  more work needs to be done to raise awareness for these community
members.

● No notices or posters about covid 19. Limited signs on establishment doors telling
people not to enter unless they were fully masked up which was very alarming.

Burgersfort & Twickenham community
● Communities are of the belief that people they know are dying due to the vaccine which

makes the CAGs to experience challenges with the continuation of their Covid-19
message

● Lack of access to information on the adverse effects has resulted in the communities
believing that the vaccine is not safe

● Not everyone has access to platforms where information on adverse effects is
addressed, people don’t have access to platforms where myths and rumours are
debunked therefore what they hear in the community may result in many being hesitant
to vaccinate

Major online observation
According to this report, Covid-19 virus was a planned event and had a purpose that needed
achieving. I’ve also seen very similar reports on WhatsApp showing or spreading the same
misinformation about some world domination conspiracy.

https://principia-scientific.com/proof-that-the-pandemic-was-planned-with-purpose/
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https://principia-scientific.com/proof-that-the-pandemic-was-planned-with-purpose/


6. National Institute or Communicable Diseases (Nileen and Sine)

PRIMARY TOPICS
1. COVID-19 vaccination

Concerns about vaccine efficacy, resulting in death persists from previous weeks.

2. COVID-19 Workplace awareness
Both employee and employer uncertainty around policies and procedures to
following if positive cases are detected in the workplace.
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3. Fake news and misinformation relating to COVID-19 vaccines and trustworthiness
of data continue to create unnecessary anxiety and fear.
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